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Developmental Stages in Risk Management (ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny)  
           - All we have to do is get the numbers right 
           - All we have to do is tell them the numbers 
           - All we have to do is explain what we mean by the numbers 
           - All we have to do is show them they have accepted similar risks in the past 
           - All we have to do is show them that it¹s a good deal for them 
           - All we have to do is treat them nice 
           - All we have to do is make them partners 
           - All of the above      (Fischhoff, 1995) 

Risk Management: Value Added? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typically, most organizations view Risk Management as an ad hoc activity.  Management continues to address program risk issues as an activity rather than as a process.   However, the systematic interrelationships inherent in major programs require a process approach.  
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What Is Risk Management? 

• Risk Management is the art or practice of 
controlling risk. This process includes planning, 
identifying, assessing, handling, monitoring and 
communicating about risks in a continuous process.   
 

• Continuous Risk Management–Continuous Risk 
Management is an engineering practice with processes, 
methods, and tools for managing risks in a program.  It 
provides a disciplined environment for proactive decision-
making to:  
–  Assess continuously what could go wrong (risks). 
–  Determine which risks are important to deal with. 
–  Implement strategies to deal with those risks. 

“Successful program managers are good risk managers.” Barry Boehm, 1989 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk Management is not a “ Silver Bullet”.Proper risk management requires an organizational culture of tolerance for multiple views, bad news and constructive disagreement.If I implement Risk Management, does that guarantee success? No. There are many aspects to achieving program success.  Risk Management is not a silver bullet.  However, it can improve decision making, help avoid surprises, and improve your chances of succeeding. Risk management is a policy-based game in which the rules must be socially negotiated within the context of a specific decision problem or issue.    It MUST fit within the existing organizational culture.
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Identify The Objective of  
Risk Management 

 

Increase your ability to successfully accomplish 
an activity within the: 

• Cost estimated or provided 
• Time estimated or provided 
• Performance parameters specified 
• With maximum safety, reliability, etc. 

“Predictions are hard, especially about the future.”  Yogi Berra 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk management is not yet a science or formal discipline.  It is an organized process that identifies potential problems to a program, quantifies them, and enables management to focus resources on reducing their potential for negative or adverse impacts.  The concept of Risk Management should not be treated as a separate program entity or an added-on function, but as an integral part of the overall program planning and management process.  Risk Management should span the range of program functions and continue throughout the program’s life cycle.  Risk Management helps you focus attention on where you can have an effect and where your efforts will be most beneficial. 
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Identify Does Risk Mgt Have Any 
Value? 

REALITY: 
There aren’t any hard numbers.  
There aren’t going to be any hard numbers. 
You wouldn’t be able to apply them if you had them.  
No one would believe you if you did. 

DEMAND: 
Management wants to see Hard Numbers proving that a 
risk management process is a good investment. 

So Now What? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re in business to make moneyProject justification required Return must exceed costsProcess improvement is a projectIf improving Systems Engineering processes increases our process capability, product quality, and saves money		…  how much money will it save us?
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Identify There Aren’t Any Real Numbers 

The problem is, how do you go about proving a negative? In other words, how 
do you prove that by taking action x, some event y won't happen? Might 
that event not happen all by itself, without any intervention? In that case, 
aren't the resources spent on trying to mitigate the event's likelihood, 
consequences, or both being wasted?  

Data from Cutter Consortium Press Release – 020717, July 17, 2002 
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Current ROI Measures 

 
• Without repeatable ROI data, testimonials are only 

way to judge perceived benefits. 
• Reliance on testimonials is built on trust and 

perception. 
• Trust erodes over time unless perceptions are 

validated by real, repeatable data. 
• Very few (if any) organizations are collecting useful 

risk management data.   
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Don’t Expect Any Real Numbers 
 

• What needs to be collected  (Note the each organization 
probably considers this to be Proprietary Data): 
– Productivity of each area 
– Design Cycle Time 
– Real development costs 
– Defect/Error/Mistake rates 
– Process improvement investment 
– Etc.  

• Fidelity of estimates is usually Very low. 
– Cost of Risk Management activities per year 
– Risks avoided, Problems avoided, Better designs, Other 

• What is Risk Management anyway? 
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Identify Definition of Risk Mgt ROI 

Cost of Risk Mgt:   
• Number of hours required to develop the 

organizational/project risk management process. 
• Number of hours required to maintain and accomplish 

risk management process improvement.  
• Cost of risk management tools (software, hours 

required to develop checklists, etc.) 
• Number of hours required to perform risk 

management procedures for each project. 
• Cost of accomplishing risk mitigation actions for each 

project.  
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Identify If You Had Real Numbers, 
Could You Use Them? 

• What Do The Numbers Mean? 
– Waste in current process? 
– Dependence on “smart people”? 
– What is “productivity”? 
– Time-to-market return? 
– Procurement rules? 

"Projects performing risk management could hit their cost and schedule 
targets much better than those projects that did not. A 17% difference in the 
cost performance index and around 15% in the schedule performance index 
existed between projects that diligently practiced risk management and those 
that did not. The results convinced senior management to throw their 
wholehearted support behind the practice of risk management in the 
company."  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
what ROI numbers organizations that are trying to calculate ROI are finding. Says Charette, who analyzed the research for the report The State of Risk Management 2002: Hype or Reality?, "As can be seen, most [76%] of the organizations figure they are getting less than 50% ROI. Some 10% claim they are getting more than 100%, but I am personally skeptical of those results. "I believe that risk management ROI cannot really be measured directly -- only indirectly. A better approach is to try to measure the value the process generally brings. I was once part of an effort to understand and quantify the benefits of risk management to a large aviation company. What we found, after much work, is that we could isolate the overall effects of similar projects doing risk management versus those that were not."Charette continued with more detail, "Projects performing risk management could hit their cost and schedule targets much better than those projects that did not. A 17% difference in the cost performance index and around 15% in the schedule performance index existed between projects that diligently practiced risk management and those that did not. The results convinced senior management to throw their wholehearted support behind the practice of risk management in the company."
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Identify Nobody Would Believe The 
Numbers Anyway 

 
• No guarantees:  

– Process Improvement, done incorrectly, 
could produce a negative ROI. 
 

• People believe what they want to believe. 
 

• Existing papers and articles aren’t “convincing 
enough”, those facts don’t fit “Our 
Organization”.  
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Identify How Do You Make A Risk 
Mgt Process Case? 

• Objective should not be to defend the 
ROI numbers, but to obtain support for 
risk management process improvement. 

• Use the ROI numbers as supporting 
information. 

• Avoid using ROI numbers as the central 
point of your argument. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approximately 80% of the medium to large software projects executed within the DoD were 100% over budget and 90% were at least one year behind schedule (Cuppan, 1995)
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Identify Making the Risk Management 
Process Case 

When no hard numbers exist, use following:  

• Establish goals and measures 
• Show ROI as goals are met  
• Use anecdotal evidence from organizational 

history, outside papers and articles 
• Use Peer Pressure - Competitor is Level 3/4 
• Value of Risk Management - Bottom line: 

This Makes Dollars and Sense.  
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Identify Making the Risk 
Management Process Case 

• Identify current implementations of Risk Management 
not thought of as RM activities  
– Trade studies, design trade-offs, CMMI 

implementation 
• ‘Risk Management’ may be a buzz word 

– If so, use another term 
• Show how RM fits into Program Management 

– Equate to financial management, configuration 
management – only proactive management process 

• Things aren’t getting done 
– Show that a large amount of testing and rework 

effort has historically been required 
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Identify Provide Believable Reasons 
for Investment 

• External reasons 
Customer complains, no recurring contracts received.  
 

• Resource problems 
 Can’t hire people fast enough, can’t find people with the 

proper training, technology is not where we thought it was. 
 

• Disconnects within Elements or at the Interfaces 
 “This change request is full of errors, yet everyone signed 

off on it!  How can that be?”  
 

• Historical Problems 
  Wish we had found these problems before test. But who 

has time? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These categories help identify the need for SE PI:External reasons“Our customer complains about problems with the delivered product. If we don’t improve, and fast, we’ll never win another contract from them.” Resource problems “In this job market we can’t hire people fast enough to staff all our programs. We have no choice but to become more efficient.”Disconnects “This change request is full of errors, yet everyone signed off on it!  How can that be?” Vicious cycles“We find a lot of problems in test, when it’s really expensive to correct them. I sure wish we had found them earlier.   But who has time?”
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Identify Getting Started 

• What’s it worth to solve problems before they occur? 
• Phrase risks/potential problems as costs 

– “Two weeks of testing adds $50K.” 
• Solve the right problem 

– Keep problem from happening again  
– Proactive risk management avoids future problems 

• Get help! 
– Don’t waste time and resources struggling 

• Start small  
• Learn from your successes and failures 
 


